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Students attending this
Saturday’s game against
South Alabama will experience an SEC rule new to
Vaught-Hemingway Stadium. This year, event-goers
will have to follow the clear
bag policy implemented by
the SEC in an effort to increase security at football
games.
Bags larger than 4.5 inches
by 6.5 inches must be made
of clear plastic, vinyl or PVC.
Clear bags may not exceed
12 inches by 6 inches by 12
inches. Approved logos may
only be on one side of the
bag and may be no larger
than 4.5 inches by 3.4 inches.
“The safety of our fans will
always be our No. 1 priority,” Michael Thompson, the
senior associate athletics
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The back entrance of the Student Union, featuring the food court, opened Wednesday. The rainy day didn’t seem to keep
many students away.

New drug resource center breaks ground
BRIANA FLOREZ
STAFF WRITER
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season on Saturday night
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“I know that he would tell
them, “This is no fun. This
isn’t a party,’” said David
Magee, the late William Magee’s father. “This is what
drowning must feel like.”
Just a little over a year ago,
Oxford Eagle publisher and
president David Magee wrote
an article called “William’s
Story,” which shared the
struggles his son faced with
drug addiction and warned
incoming freshmen the dangers of drug use. The story

has reached more than one
million views online.
Soon after “William’s Story” gained immense readership, Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Brandi Hephner
LaBanc met with Magee to
see how they could expand
the university’s alcohol and
drug education. The meeting with Magee and his wife,
Kent, led to the idea of creating a wellness education center named after William.
“William was a member of
the Croft Institute, an athlete, a fraternity member.
He was the epitome of a rock

star student,” Hephner LaBanc said. “A lot of students
sometimes think they’re invincible, so I think this is a
story students can identify
with.”
The William Magee Center
for Wellness Education will
be included in the new South
Campus Recreation Facility, scheduled to open in fall
2018.
The center will focus on
heightening students’ knowledge of responsible alcohol PHOTOS COURTESEY: UM COMMUNICATIONS
consumption and working to William Magee.
prevent students from abusing alcohol and other drugs
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Unless you have been living under a rock of non-Confederate statue origin, you
have no doubt heard and seen
countless opinions on what we
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mon sense decided to simply
try and blow one up.
My Republican father and
I both agree that the statues
should be taken off courthouse
lawns and public parks – not
to be destroyed, but placed in
a museum. Beyond discussions with friends and family,
I have remained mostly quiet
on the issue, seeing that most
of what I believe has been said,
and the topic is a boring and
low-hanging fruit of discussion.
However, a fabricated story on social media recently
brought a new angle to the debate.
The post alleged that a
Confederate cemetery near
Charlottesville had been vandalized. Tombstones were
smashed and spray-painted,
and even the bones of longdead soldiers were unearthed.
I found out the story was
untrue, but it still presented an unexplored question. I
thought to myself whether or
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not the graves of Confederate
soldiers should be regarded as
monuments to the Confederacy.
If they are, why? If they are
not, why not? Despite how I
tried to look at the situation, I
came to the same answer: no.
A grave and a statue are two
very different things.
From what I have seen, nobody is running around trying
to get rid of graves, but there
have been a few recent cases of
minor vandalization.
Exhumation is an illogical
solution, so that would mean
any sane person against the
idea of a Confederate gravesite
would have to resort to stripping gravestones.
Do Confederate soldiers deserve marked grave sites? Absolutely. This is America, not
late ‘70s Cambodia.
Although the cause they
fought for was morally wrong,
these were still human beings
with lives and loved ones.
Fighting on the wrong side of a

The Daily Mississippian is published Mondays, Wednesdays,
Thursdays, Fridays in print during the academic year, on days
when classes are scheduled. New content is published online
seven days a week.
Columns do not represent the official opinions of The
University of Mississippi or The Daily Mississippian unless
specifically indicated.
The Daily Mississippian welcomes letters to the editor.
Letters should be e-mailed to dmletters@olemiss.edu.
Letters should be typed, double-spaced and no longer than
300 words. Letters may be edited for clarity, space or libel.
Third-party letters and those bearing pseudonyms, pen names
or “name withheld” will not be published. Publication is limited
to one letter per individual per calendar month.
Letters should include phone and email contact information
so that editors can verify authenticity. Letters from students
should include grade classification and major; letters from
faculty and staff should include title and the college, school or
department where the person is employed.

war that took place more than
100 years ago is no reason to
posthumously strip someone
of his or her dignity.
Do we suddenly get to decide for people which of their
ancestors are or are not worthy of having a tombstone?
If you are struggling to
agree, think about it like this:
Imagine the grave of your
great grandfather was dug up,
bones exposed and tombstone
splashed with paint. I know
that it would certainly bother me. To defile the graves of
Confederate soldiers is to defile the graves of the ancestors
of many Americans, including
a large number of native Mississippians.
So while statutes are certainly up for debate and relocation, let’s keep the graves as
they should be: undisturbed.
Matthew Dean is a senior
criminal justice major from
Possumneck.
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Watch the smartphone market, LETTER TO THE EDITOR
it will pay off for your wallet

ANDREW HAYES

COLUMNIST

The one object most of us
couldn’t live without is our
smartphones. Packed into the
size of a deck of cards are a
clock, a planner, a cache of social media apps and a veritable
personal arcade.
Unfortunately, purchasing
one of these modern miracles
is not cheap, and a wireless
data plan can really set you
back.
However, not many of us
take time to study the workings
of the complex marketplace of
smartphone producers who
bring us our gadgets and determine their prices.
Recently, Samsung revealed
its newest product, the Galaxy
Note 8, which features various
improvements such as a stylus
pen, two rear cameras and a
larger screen.
Samsung hopes the product will improve sales for the
Korean tech giant after the disastrous release of the Note 7,
which somehow managed to
be both bland and ﬂammable
at the same time.
At the same time, Apple is
preparing for the release of its
10th-anniversary iPhone next
month, heating up the competition between the two companies. Apple has advertised that
its new product will possess
a back panel entirely made of
glass, as well as an improved
OLED screen. The new iPhone
will also supposedly possess
wireless charging, a feature
that has had more than a few
tech commentators buzzing

already (and one that would
surely be useful).
One problem has plagued
both Apple and Samsung over
the past few years: market saturation.
Everybody and his infant has
at least one smartphone, so
there’s little incentive to spend
good money on a product that’s
only a marginal improvement.
That could be one reason
why both manufacturers are
upping their respective games
so significantly; industry leaders have suggested that 2017
could be a crucial year to prove
the lasting profitability of the
smartphone market, so both
companies are anxious to get a
leg up going into the high-volume sales period leading up to
January.
So, what does all this financial ﬂibbertigibbet mean to you
and me?
Well, a student interested in
saving a few bucks would do
well to watch the market and
see how these products sell in
their first few months. If either
Apple or Samsung does not see
its expected bump in sales, it is
likely to drop its prices more
quickly (and perhaps lower)

$

than the competitor.
Even if they make less profit
per phone, it could be worth it
to build brand loyalty to those
who purchase what will hopefully be a high-quality phone.
Those customers, especially
the young people purchasing
an iPhone or a Galaxy as their
first phone, are far more likely to stick with the company
rather than switch when their
phone breaks (typically suspiciously close to the release date
of the new iSomething-or-other).
At any rate, a savvy shopper
of smartphones will surely wait
until well after the release dates
to think about purchasing one
of these next-generation beauties.
My advice would be to wait
until after Christmas at least.
Prices have been known to
drop more than 60 percent in
the year following release.
So keep a closer eye on the
trade pages, and your next
phone purchase may leave you
with a fatter wallet.
Andrew Hayes is a senior
international studies major
from Tupelo.
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As I read the article on the events of the Greek Life retreat this past weekend, I was shocked by the description
of the discussion of racial issues on campus. Students
left the room, “some in tears,” as “tensions continued to
rise” and members called friends to pick them up so they
could leave the camp.
In this reaction, I see an issue that needs to be addressed on our campus, as well as across the country.
The administration of the university is doing the students a disservice by providing an environment that
lacks ideological diversity. When our opinions and beliefs are not challenged by professors and other students,
we do not learn how to handle this kind of confrontation
properly.
Surveys have shown that conservative Republicans
make up anywhere between 2 percent and 11 percent
of university faculties, depending on the department.
Whatever your ideological beliefs, the lack of ideological
diversity on college campuses negatively affects students
and does not prepare them for entrance into the professional world.
The effects of this can be seen across the country. Riots
that have broken out in response to scheduled speeches,
people that have been assaulted for their political aﬃliation, and just this week, Evangelicals have been attacked
as hateful and barbaric for espousing a doctrine that has
been accepted without exception for the last 2,000 years.
Without opinions that challenge our beliefs and convictions, we are being set up to fail in civilized debate and
discussion with those who disagree with us.
To receive a well-rounded education, students need to
be exposed to differing views and learn to remain civil
and controlled in conversation with those they disagree
with.
Kyle Brassell is a junior history and religious studies
major from Olive Branch.
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Provost interviews continue with second candidate
MADDIE MCGEE
NEWS EDITOR

Current interim provost
Noel Wilkin spoke with faculty and students on campus
Thursday at the second of four
planned provost candidate
open forums. Wilkin’s presentation focused on the interplay
between the role of provost
and the university’s mission,
and how the mission’s ultimate
goal is to change society.
“The role of the provost is
to maximize our collective
capacity to pursue our mission,” Wilkin said. “Making a
difference in society is a function of the effectiveness of our
faculty and staff. That’s where
the magic happens – when we
make a difference in the lives of
our students.”
Wilkin is familiar with the
university. In addition to serving as the interim provost and
the executive vice chancellor
for academic affairs, he also is
a professor of pharmacy administration and research professor in the Research Institute
of Pharmaceutical Sciences.
A self-proclaimed fan of

analogies, Wilkin compared
the university to a coral reef.
“When you look at the sheer
magnitude of the coral reef, it’s
hard to think about how that
was actually created,” he said.
“But it was individual architects doing what they do best. It
creates something that’s beautiful. It’s magnificent, and it’s
incredible in size. That’s really
not too different from what we
do in an academic institution.”
Wilkin began his presentation by describing how the jobs
he has held have prepared him
to take on the role of provost.
He detailed his time spent as
pharmacist, faculty member,
journal editor, consultant,
chair, associate provost and interim provost.
“I became very comfortable
understanding how to navigate
that collaborative space and resolve conﬂict to better the patient and ensure the physicians
were treating patients in the
way they saw fit,” he said of his
days as a pharmacist.
In addition to gaining problem solving skills, he listed
care, collaboration, creativity,
passion, productivity and in-
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Noel E. Wilkin.
he could bring to the provost
position.
“I’ve had the true privilege of
bringing all of those to advance
our mission as a university,”
Wilkin said.
Wilkin said provosts must
master work in three areas:
administering, managing and
leading.
“Managing people is one of
the most important things we
do,” he said. “We need to make
people feel connected when
they enter our campus.”
As interim provost, Wilkin
implemented
performance
evaluations for administrators
so they could get feedback in
order to better their management skills.
Wilkin also discussed revenue in his open forum. The
school’s revenue is brought

in from tuition, state funds,
grants and contracts and donations. Wilkin said while alumni
donations are important, they
shouldn’t be the key piece of
revenue.
“We can’t give away our
mission to what someone else
wants us to do,” he said. “It
needs to be collaborative and
needs to make sense for us
and them. We need to capitalize on the interdependence
that makes us the University of
Mississippi.”
He also acknowledged money cannot solve all the problems a university faces.
“If you throw money at a
problem, it’s not going to fix it,”
he said. “You need a solution, a
path forward, and then we can
start to make investments.”
Recruiting new students was
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a key topic during the forum.
Wilkin noted the South is the
only region in the country that
will see increases in the number of students graduating
from high school.
“We will see robust growth,
and we need to capture a portion of this market,” he said.
Wilkin also praised members of the staff who he believes excel at enhancing the
university’s brand.
“I’m really impressed with
Jeff McManus, who is our director of landscaping,” he said.
“One of the things he’s done so
effectively is that he helps the
landscaping crew realize that
their role at this university is
recruitment of faculty and students.”
Greg Easson, professor from
the engineering department,
addressed the university’s increased enrollment during the
forum.
“One of the things I’ve seen
over the past 20 years is that
we were fairly small and had
a nice personal feel,” Easson
said. “We actually got to know
our students. With growth,
that personal feel becomes
much more diﬃcult.”
“We need to be purposeful about our space and ensure that a big university feels
small,” Wilkin said. “We need
to grow enrollment at a rate
that is digestible.”
Melissa Dennis, head of research and instruction for the
library, attended the panel and
said she enjoyed Wilkin’s presentation.
“Dr. Wilkin is phenomenal,” Dennis said. “I think he
has a really good grasp on the
needs of the university. He has
been a huge fan of developing programs and individuals
throughout the university. In
the library, we get to work with
a lot of different departments,
and I’ve never heard anyone
say anything bad about him.”
The search for a new provost
will continue with two more
presentations Tuesday and
Friday, with a decision likely to
come by the end of the month.
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Football returns: Previewing Saturday’s home opener
JOSH GOLLIHAR
STAFF WRITER

For the first time in what
seems like an eternity, the
Rebels will take the field
at Vaught-Hemingway Stadium. The team has undergone a facelift during
the program’s undoubtedly chaotic offseason. Matt
Luke has taken the reins as
head coach. New play-callers on both sides of the
ball have arrived. Though
it could be meaningless to
some, this season could be
the most important in Ole
Miss history.
The Rebels kickoff the
2017 campaign against
tough Sun Belt opponent
South Alabama on Saturday. After notching wins
against Mississippi State
and San Diego State, the
Jaguars will look to take
down Ole Miss and continue the trend. Coach Joey
Jones has never had a problem getting his team to
rise to the occasion against
tougher competitors, so expect to see the best of South
Alabama.
With the Rebels being heavily favored, focus
should be on developing
the new systems on offense
and defense. New offensive
coordinator Phil Longo is
no stranger to explosive
offenses. As the offensive
coordinator at Sam Houston State University, he led
the Bearkats’ most efficient
FCS offense a season ago.
Even after the departure
of top targets Evan Engram, Quincy Adeboyejo
and Damore’ea Stringfellow, the Rebels are loaded
offensively. Longo can use
a balanced attack with dual-threat quarterback Shea
Patterson, big-bodied receivers D.K. Metcalf and
A.J. Brown and running
backs Jordan Wilkins and
D’Vaughn Pennamon to
get in the end zone. Look

PHOTO COURTESY: AP PHOTO/SAM CRAFT

Texas A&M defensive lineman Myles Garrett (15) pressures Mississippi quarterback Shea Patterson (20) during the second quarter of an NCAA college football
game last season in College Station, Texas.
for him to establish the run
game early to setup play
action and deep-passing
plays.
Shea Patterson is a great
quarterback. The wide-receiver depth is apparent.
We know. A group that’s
less talked about and could
end up being the most valuable position group on either side of the ball is the offensive line. The left side of
the line features Greg Little,
Javon Patterson and Sean
Rawlings, all of whom are
on preseason watch lists for
their respective line positions. Patterson should not
have any worries about his
blindside. Rod Taylor and
Alex Givens will compete at
right tackle, though Taylor
has been given the starting
nod. Daronte Bouldin will
be the only question mark

as he steps in to fill the void
of Jordan Sims. This group
will be key to creating holes
for Wilkins, Pennamon and
Patterson to shred defenses
on the ground.
On the opposite side of
the ball, look for the Rebels
to establish a tough mindset
that seemed absent a year
ago. Wesley McGriff has
been tasked with reviving
the Landshark defense fans
have come to know and love.
He brings a scheme that
preaches simplicity. The
Rebel defense played too
aggressively a year ago, and
that led to big mistakes. The
biggest change he brings to
the table is his no-nonsense
approach to holding players
accountable.
McGriff has had success with the New Orleans
Saints and Auburn Tigers

in the simple system, and
he will have many tools to
work with in Oxford.
Senior and Chucky Mullins Courage Award winner
Marquis Haynes is one of
the best pass rushers in the
country. Move inside, and
there is Breeland Speaks
and Benito Jones, who is on
track to play Saturday after a scary spinal injury in
fall camp. The other defensive end will be a revolving
door this weekend with redshirt freshman Victor Evans
and true freshman Ryder
Anderson both expected
to take snaps. DeMarquis
Gates will have to pick up
the slack at linebacker with
Detric Bing-Dukes serving a
suspension, but he should
do a fine job. The secondary
will feature a plethora of
young talent with Zedrick

Woods, Jaylon Jones, Jalen Julius, Deontay Anderson and Myles Hartsfield,
who are joined by freshman
newcomers D.D. Bowie and
Breon Dixon.
Overall, it looks like we
should see plenty of Rebels
in the end zone. With the
high-flying offense alongside the return of the Landsharks, head coach Matt
Luke wants to send the
message that it’s his program and we’re back.
Saturday evening’s game
will kick off at 6:30 p.m.
and be televised on ESPNU.
In a competitive opening
week matchup that could
be overlooked by Ole Miss
fans, look for the Rebels
to come out with a chip on
their shoulder and win their
first game back in front of
the Rebel faithful.

39246
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Matt Luke unites Rebel football, preaches focus
SAM HARRES

SPORTS EDITOR

As the Rebels step into
Vaught-Hemingway Stadium this weekend to open
their 2017 campaign, Matt
Luke will officially begin
his tenure at the helm of
Ole Miss. Luke, promoted
from offensive line coordinator over the summer,
is no stranger to Saturday
afternoons in the Vaught.
The former Rebel lineman
(1995-1998) has been on
staff in Oxford since 2012.
After former head coach
Hugh Freeze’s recruiting
controversies led to his
eventual exit over the summer, Luke seized the opportunity of a lifetime.
“This is my dream job,”
Luke said. “I don’t know
about any other job in the
country at Alabama, LSU or
wherever, but I do know that
at this school and this time,
I’m the right guy to do this.”
Luke certainly has an opportunity to make history
in 2017 but fans should not
expect many surprises Saturday. Now more than ever,
the Rebels need consistency.
And Luke is prepared to offer an olive branch to players caught in a sea of distractions.
“I don’t think they’ll be too
different,” Luke said, referencing comparisons to former Ole Miss football teams.
“But we’ve been talking
about mental toughness and
playing together, and I want
to put a product on the field
that all the Ole Miss fans
will be proud of.”
Entering his first season
in control of a program,
Luke has a unique opportunity to leave his mark on
Rebel football. He has taken
that chance and ran with it;
coaching at a school plagued
by adversity, he preaches
humility and toughness at
every turn.
“I want to play together

PHOTO BY: MARLEE CRAWFORD

Head Coach Matt Luke poses for a photo on the field of Vaught-Hemingway Stadium.
as a team, and I want our
players not to feel entitled,”
Luke said. “I want them to
feel like they have to earn
everything and just have a
blue-collar mentality.”
After getting hammered
by self-imposed recruiting restrictions, Ole Miss
promises to play a mix of
talented upperclassmen and
largely untested freshmen.
In preparation for the 2017
season, the Rebels signed
the 31st best recruiting class
in the nation – a strict departure from Freeze’s consistently top-10 classes.
But that doesn’t mean Luke
won’t find diamonds in the
rough.
“We’ve had several freshmen step up this summer,”
Luke said. “On offense,
Braylon Sanders as a receiver has made some really
good strides. Ben Brown, offensive line, has done a really good job.”

Sanders and Brown, both
three-star recruits out of
high school, both have their
work cut out for them this
fall. Brown, the seventh
member of his family to sign
with the Rebels, will need
to compete with established
linemen Sean Rawlings and
Greg Little.
At wide receiver, Sanders
may have an even tougher
path to the starting lineup.
The Rebels have talent and
depth at the receiver spot,
and Sanders must continue
impressing throughout the
fall if he is to earn field time.
Still, Luke appears to have
faith in the rookie receiver,
a promising endorsement
for any freshman.
One of the talented receivers keeping Sanders off the
field is D.K. Metcalf, son of
former Ole Miss All-American and NFL offensive linemen Terrence Metcalf. After scoring touchdowns in

losses to Florida State and
Alabama last year, the consensus four-star receiver
suffered a season-ending
foot injury against Wofford.
Now, back and hungry for
action, Metcalf’s physical
assets and bond with quarterback and fellow sophomore Shea Patterson could
pay dividends for Luke’s offense.
“D.K. had a great start
to last year as a true freshman. He’s been throwing all
summer with Shea, and he’s
developed a great rapport,”
Luke said. “He’s got size and
speed; I think he’s a huge asset.”
Patterson, just the sixth
true freshman to start for
Ole Miss in school history,
enters his sophomore season
with plenty of top-flight experience. After quarterback
Chad Kelly went down with
a knee injury against Georgia Southern, Patterson’s

redshirt was pulled and the
torch was passed. His debut
as a starter came in front of
more than 100,000 Texas
A&M fans in College Station,
Texas – not an easy task.
Patterson never missed a
beat, leading the Rebels to a
29-28 victory.
With significant weight on
their shoulders, the two can
expect plenty of attention
from their SEC opponents
throughout the season. But
Luke, just as any Football
Bowl Subdivision coach
would, wants his team to
remain goal-driven and focus on the game at hand. He
wants the Rebels to control
what they can and minimize
mistakes.
“I think our biggest goal is
to play hard-nosed, tough,
physical football one game
at a time,” Luke said.
The Rebels kick off against
South Alabama 6:30 p.m.
Saturday.

39284
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Receiver D.K. Metcalf back, better than ever in 2017
NATHAN BAILEY
STAFF WRITER

D.K. Metcalf could have ignited the NCAA last season.
The son of former Rebel and
NFL offensive lineman and
NCAA All-American Terrence
Metcalf had the potential to set
college football ablaze with his
elite physicality and dynamic
pass-catching ability. But fans
were left wondering “what if?”
Last year, Metcalf came out
on a tear, starting his first two
collegiate games with a touchdown in each. Those games
were not cupcakes, either; his
scores came against Florida
State and Alabama. Metcalf’s
freshman season came to an
abrupt halt after a foot injury against Wofford ended his
season 10 games too short.
When asked about how concerns surrounding his foot
could affect his play this year,
Metcalf responded with the
type of confidence one should
expect from one of the SEC’s
most dangerous wideouts.
“It really did not hurt me
emotionally. I just looked at is
as a time to get better on my
mental game,” Metcalf said.
“I watched a lot of film and
made some connections with
the training room people, and
they just helped me get back to
100 percent.”
The foot injury should not
be a concern for Metcalf this
season. He feels healthy and
the team doctors agree he’s
ready to see the field again.

PHOTO COURTESY: JOSHUA MCCOY | OLE MISS ATHLETICS

Wide receiver D.K. Metcalf catches a pass for a touchdown during the game versus Wofford, the home opener of the 2016
season at Vaught-Hemingway Stadium.
“It’s a dangerous sport, and I
lay my body on the line everyday,” Metcalf said. “I was told I
can’t think about the foot”.
The coaching staff, led by
promoted offensive line coordinator Matt Luke, has spent
plenty of time preparing this
year’s group of receivers for
the season. And the players
have run with it.
“We have all been working. The defense is pushing
us everyday, and the offense
is pushing the defense even
harder,” Metcalf said.
Ole Miss receivers coach Jacob Peeler, described by Met-

calf as “a real technical coach,”
has wasted no time making his
mark on the younger players,
teaching them new releases
and new ways to manipulate
their hands to create separation from defenders.
Keep in mind, Peeler has
plenty of athleticism to work
with. Metcalf possesses all the
physical tools needed to be a
consistent passing threat. In
high school, Metcalf set school
records in the triple jump,
110m hurdles, 4x100m Relay,
and the 4x200m relay. And
try not to forget, he set those
records with a 6-foot 4-inch

STOP TEXTING

WHILE DRIVING.
STAY AWARE.
SAVE A LIFE.

frame, now weighing just over
225 pounds.
A four-star recruit out of
high school, he received both
US Army and MaxPreps
All-American honors and

earned Co-MVP in the Mississippi-Alabama All-Star Classic. His pedigree was clear.
Having a former Ole Miss
football star for a father probably helped.
Metcalf was ranked the
fifth-best player in Mississippi out of high school and the
14th-best wide receiver in the
country. As a senior at Oxford
High School, he racked up 94
catches for 1,455 yards and 49
touchdowns.
This year, perhaps more
than ever, the Rebels’ offense
needs Metcalf’s production.
The change of coaching staff
could result in some initial adversity, but fresh faces could
also bring good fortune. Recently hired offensive coordinator Phil Longo’s previous
team, Sam Houston State, set
a national record for offensive
yards last year. That has to be
music to Metcalf’s ears.
This season could make or
break Rebel football for years
to come. If Ole Miss hopes
to achieve success, whatever
coach Luke defines it as, it will
need to rely heavily on Metcalf.

SWAYZE ALFORD
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REBELS VERSUS SOUTH ALABAMA

Ryann Guy, sports editor at South Alabama’s The Vanguard, joins sports editor Grayson Weir to discuss the ﬁrst Ole Miss football game of 2017.

RYANN GUY: After a rough offseason and much scrutiny of previous
head coach Hugh Freeze, Ole Miss’ football program is in a transition
period. How has and will this affect the program, both in the locker
room and on the ﬁeld?

GRAYSON WEIR: The secondary is a question mark coming in to 2017
for the Jaguars. How do you expect the defensive backs to fair lining up
against new offensive coordinator Phil Longo (who led the FCS in total
offense last season) and Shea Patterson at the helm?

GRAYSON WEIR: Honestly, it has affected the program in a positive
manner. Of course the news over the summer came as a bit of a shock,
but when push comes to shove, the locker room may be more uniﬁed
than ever. Under head coach Matt Luke, who was given the title after
the Hugh Freeze debacle, there’s an even greater sense of family. Luke’s
father played here, his brother played here and he played here – he’s
a Rebel. The players are 100 percent behind him and our new coordinators on both sides of the ball and are ready to get out, silence the
haters and take some names on the ﬁeld.

RYANN GUY: For the secondary, for Phil Longo to call plays with Shea
Patterson is a huge challenge for USA. Being that USA is young and inexperienced at cornerback with Bobby Flott stepping up after the loss of Jalen
Thompson, they will need to rely on leadership and a lot of football experience from Jeremy Reeves, T’Qwan Robinson and Malcolm Buggs, the safety
positions.

RG: What is Ole Miss doing to prepare to play against South Alabama, a team with so much depth?
GW: Condition, condition, condition. Not only has it been a key
when it comes to facing a deep team in the Jaguars but also across the
board. Our offense, under the direction of new offensive coordinator
Phil Longo, who led the FCS in total offense with Sam Houston State
in 2016, looks to play fast. Our defense looks to ﬂy off the line and get
11 hats to the ball. Conditioning has been a key point of emphasis for
2017 and will carry over into preparation for Saturday.

RG: Head coach Matt Luke has mentioned switching multiple players
throughout the game to see which man plays his position the best. Is
this something that should have been worked out before game day?
GW: No. Absolutely not. It’s a rare occurrence that every position
battle has been settled come week one, and having multiple guys who
can compete for a spot is a good problem to have. I’m all for competition and position ﬂuidity; it brings out an even greater drive to step up
and be the guy.

RG: After Dawson Knox’s camp injury and announcement of his
absence from this game, what has Ole Miss done to ﬁll his spot at tight
end? Will it be able to keep up with the level of talent Dawson Knox
has been promised to bring to Ole Miss?
GW: Interestingly enough, in Knox’s potential absence (no timeline
has been given on his return, for all we know he could play this weekend), a former quarterback is projected to be the next man up. Listed
as “athlete” on the roster, former four-star quarterback Jason Pellerin,
who ﬁlled in brieﬂy after Chad Kelly went down last fall, has been taking reps at a tight end position that plays more as a halfback. At 6-foot4, 237 pounds, he’s a big presence that can really move, can catch
passes and might just open up the offense for some crazy formations.
Knox being out is a big weapon to lose, but so far, I’ve only heard great
things about Pellerin’s transition. We’ll see whether he can hold his own
on Saturday.
RG: What is going to be the difference for Ole Miss to come out with
a win?
GW: Defense. Under the direction of new ﬁreplug coordinator
Wesley McGriff, the Rebel faithful is hoping for a return to the days of
the Landshark defense. The offense, whether it starts hot or not, will
eventually ﬁnd its groove. If the defense can step up, create turnovers
and force the Jaguars to punt, Ole Miss should walk off the ﬁeld 1-0.

GW: All the talk has been surrounding the quarterback race in Mobile,
but tell me about a player who might come out and make a name for himself?
RG: Offensive Player: Sam Harris - WR. As a sophomore, he started three
games and recorded four interceptions for a total of 41 yards. He earned
a scholarship in the spring and is starting at receiver and doubles as punt
returner. Defensive Player: Riley Cole - LB

GW: In his first season, Kane Wommack ramped up his defense and
showed the biggest improvement in the nation in points allowed per
game. With most of the 11 from 2016 returning, what’s to be expected
of the Jaguar unit, particularly upfront?
RG: With the resurgence of defensive lineman Jimmie Gipson III and
Tre Alford returning from injury, the defensive front has more depth
than it has begun a season with in recent years. This will be a huge
help in stopping the run game against Ole Miss. Wommack is the son
of the Rebels’ previous defensive coordinator. Our defensive front will
be able to substitute periodically and get a pass rush on a very talented Rebel QB Shea Patterson.
GW: For South Alabama to win, what needs to happen? Prediction?
RG: For South to win, we need to keep our momentum and intensity
throughout the entire game. It is no secret USA has previously upset large
programs, and we have to stay humble about that. The Rebels’ defense is
coming off a difﬁcult year, and if USA capitalizes on that, we will give the
Rebels a good battle.

GW: Knocking off Mississippi State in last year’s season opener, the key was a
lot of big plays, with Dallas Davis as the primary catalyst. With Davis out and Cole
Garvin getting the nod for the ﬁrst time as the true starter, how does the offense
look in comparison to just a year ago? What does Garvin give the Jaguars that
Davis cannot?
RG: Coming out of its longest camp in nine years, South Alabama has put in the
work and is more ready now than ever before for this game at Ole Miss. Garvin has
undoubtedly had less experience than Dallas Davis; however, while Garvin did get
a chance to play in the win against San Diego State, he proved to everyone he can
handle the pressure of being a D1 quarterback and how he can play alongside a
challenging team. Garvin went out and completed 16 of 21 passes for 242 yards
and three touchdowns. He earned SBC Offensive Player of the Week when he
completed 16 of 21 passes for 242 yards and three scores in his collegiate debut
while helping the Jags defeat No. 19 San Diego State. He had a 2-1 record in starts
after leading USA past Presbyterian as well, marking the ﬁrst time multiple Jaguar
quarterbacks earned two or more wins as a starter in the same year since 2010.
One the ﬁeld, Garvin brings a “gunslinger” mentality and is able to extend plays.
It really is not about what Garvin can give the Jaguars that Davis cannot. It is about
how Garvin utilizes his talent when given the opportunity.
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COLLEGE FOOTBALL PICK ‘EM: WEEK TWO
No more speculation. No more anticipation. College football is back. Which teams will live up to the hype? Which teams will crumble under the pressure?
It’s time to sit back, relax and watch it all unfold in what is sure to be another exciting college football season.
The slate of games for week two couldn’t be any better, including the two highest-ranked teams to ever face off in the opening weekend of a season, as
well as several other marquee matchups between some of the most storied college football programs in history. In the second installment of this season’s
college football pick ‘em, sports writers Alex Lerned and Josh Gollihar give us a preview of this weekend’s games.
Let’s get to it.

JOSH GOLLIHAR
ALEX LERNED

NO. 11 MICHIGAN V. NO. 17 FLORIDA

STAFF WRITERS

Alex: Had 10 players from Florida not been suspended for this
game, we’d be having a different conversation. However, they were
suspended, and here we are. Eight of the players were expected to
start or contribute in a game that requires the best both teams have
to offer. Perhaps if the gators star wide receiver, Antonio Callaway,
had not been one of the 10 players suspended, Florida might have
stood a chance. I like Michigan to capitalize on the crippled Gators
roster and come out on top.
Josh: In a game that will have a slow pace, two stout defenses
look to tee off on each other. Expect Jim Harbaugh to turn Rashan
Gary and the rest of the Wolverine front seven loose on freshman
Gator quarterback Feleipe Franks. Florida will be missing its top
running back, Jordan Scarlett, and top offensive player, Antonio
Callaway, along with eight other players. On the ﬂip side, either
Wilton Speight or John O’Korn will lead a Michigan team that has
to replace many departed players from a year ago. Neither quarterback is a great option, but 20 points should be enough to beat a
lackluster Florida offense.

NO. 1 ALABAMA V. NO. 3 FLORIDA STATE

Alex: Nick Saban is 10-0 against former assistants, and Jimbo
Fisher is 7-0 in season openers. All things considered, betting
against Alabama is usually an unwise decision. Under coach Nick
Saban, the tide has a record of 101-18 with four SEC championships and four national championships. With NFL talent at the skill
positions on both teams, this game is going to come down to the
trenches. I expect Alabama, brushing off a harsh loss in last year’s
national championship game, to come out strong and get the W.
Josh: Both the Seminoles and the Tide are loaded. Each team has
elite talent at all three levels of the defense. Both have depth at running back. Jalen Hurts will have to be able to sustain drives against
the best defense he will have ever seen. Even though Nick Saban
has never lost to a former assistant, Jimbo Fisher and the Seminoles
are an underrated third-ranked team in the country. Deondre Francois is a quarterback who can take a hit and still tear apart defenses,
as Rebel fans will remember. Derwin James causes a turnover late,
and the Florida State Seminoles win a thriller.

TEXAS A&M V. UCLA

Alex: UCLA hasn’t forgotten the 31-24 overtime loss that happened
in College Station last year and has almost certainly used it as motivation before its season opener. With one of the top quarterbacks in all
of football, preseason Heisman hopeful Josh Rosen won’t back down
in a game that’s sure to be a shootout. Rosen now has the experience
and another shot at A&M on his own turf. He and his fellow Bruins
should be able to beat Texas A&M in the Rose Bowl.
Josh: With Myles Garrett gone, Kevin Sumlin needs to lean on
someone to save his job. He cannot afford to have fewer than eight
wins this year. With a quarterback battle still going on, the Aggie defense needs to step up. Safety Armani Watts will need to make plays
in the back end, and the defensive line must get after the quarterback
to have a chance. Bruin quarterback Josh Rosen is about the closest
thing to a perfect quarterback that there is in college. With fewer
questions clouding the Bruin roster and the game being played in
Pasadena, it will be tough for the Aggies to pull one out. UCLA gets
the win..

NO. 21 VIRGINIA TECH V NO. 23 WEST VIRGINIA

Alex: This game will be a battle between two QBs who have yet
to take the reins for their respective squads. Will Grier, the former
Florida Gator, will look to bounce back with the Mountaineers after
a bizarre and disappointing exit from Gainesville two seasons ago.
Starting for Virginia Tech is redshirt freshman QB Josh Jackson, who
will make his collegiate debut. Although the game is being played
at a neutral site at FedEx Field, home of the Washington Redskins,
I give the slight advantage to West Virginia because of the experience of Will Grier. He will come out with something to prove, and
I see him doing just that and leading the Mountaineers to a victory
over the Hokies.
Josh: The Dana Holgorsen-led Mountaineers’ high-powered, Big
12 offense is taking on Bud Foster’s physical, dominating defense
in a top-25 matchup. This game will get national spotlight Sunday
night. Will Grier will look to put his unheralded departure from Florida behind him as he looks to bring West Virginia back to national
prominence. Bud Foster will need his defense to cause turnovers to
give Tech’s young quarterback Josh Jackson a chance to score. In a
late run away, West Virginia wins easily.
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Coaching staff ready to utilize talented offense
BEN MILLER

STAFF WRITER

Matt Luke makes his
head-coaching debut Saturday at home against South
Alabama. Among all the uncertainties surrounding Ole
Miss football this season,
there is one thing that is certain for coach Luke: he will
be paving his own path this
year.
At Wednesday’s press conference, he was adamant
that he will be staying true
to himself in his first season
as head coach. When asked
if he would be following anyone’s advice as head coach,
it took him no time at all to
respond.
“I don’t think you should
go out there and act like
you think you’re supposed
to act,” Luke said. “I think I
have to go out there and be
myself, and whatever happens from that point you at
least know you did it as you
instead of trying to be like
somebody else. I think that’s
the most important thing for
me.”
He seemed calm and collected approaching what
will likely be one of the most
nervous days of his entire
life. Responding to multiple
questions about his and his
family’s nerves going into
Saturday, he seemed only to
radiate excitement and humility.
“I’m hoping we’ll just embrace the moment,” Luke
said. “It is special, but I think

PHOTO BY: MARLEE CRAWFORD

Head coach Matt Luke speaks on the upcoming football season at a press conference held earlier this week.
the thing that helps is that
it really isn’t about me; it’s
about these kids, and I don’t
think you can make it about
anybody else. It’s a collective group, and I’m just so
proud of these kids and what
they’ve been through.”
Not to much surprise,
D.K. Metcalf seemed equally

Ole Miss students,
alumni, faculty, and
staff get 5% off
every day!

West Jackson Wine & Spirits
2570 West Jackson Ave • 662.236.3400

ready for the game and season after coming off a disappointing past season. Missing considerable time due to

a foot injury, he’s ready to
get back out there.
“I know football is a dangerous sport,” Metcalf said.

“I can’t think about the foot.
I just go out there and play.”
Metcalf had an air of confidence about him at the
press conference, seamlessly answering every question
without a second thought.
Not only is he very confident with the new faces in
the coaching staff but with
his teammates as well. Emotion lit up his beaming face
while talking up teammate
A.J. Brown, especially when
he was asked about Brown
moving to the slot recently
in practice.
“A.J. can play anywhere,
man,” he said. “No matter
where you put him, he can
play.”
The true brotherhood and
confidence among the players in the room was clear.
Along with Metcalf’s hype
train comes the naysayers
claiming he’s a strictly physical specimen lacking onfield knowledge and receiving talent. Unfazed, he made
it clear he’s going to leave no
doubt on the field.
“Let them talk,” he said.
And that’s just what the
Rebels hope to do Saturday
against South Alabama. After all the hullabaloo, all the
uncertainty and all the chaos, the men look to strap up
their helmets and do their
talking on the field. Show up
and show out.
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Win Ole Miss Football Tickets
CONGRATULATIONS TO SOUTH ALABAMA TICKET WINNER - MERRILL JONES
You can win a pair of tickets to see the Rebels
take on UT-Martin September 9.
Go to Campus Creek Apartments
to enter for your chance to win.
e
Winner will b
n
announced o
Rebel Radio
Thursday,
September 7

101 Creekmore Blvd.
662.513.4980
One entry per person. Employees of the S. Gale Denley Student Media Center and their immediate families are not eligible for contest.
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CLEAR BAGS

continued from page 1
director for communications and marketing, said.
“The transparency of the
bag allows for efficient and
effective screening of fans
entering the stadium.”
Although this is the first
year Ole Miss will implement the new rule, this is
not the first time an SEC
school will see this policy.
During the 2016 football
season, several other SEC
schools enforced the policy.
The rule was decided on after a unanimous vote from
the athletic directors from
the league’s 14 schools.
“SEC football stadiums
are among the largest venues in the world of sports,
so safety and security are
issues that must always
remain a priority for our
events,” SEC commissioner Greg Sankey said in a
press release. “We believe
this policy is an important
enhancement to the security measures already put in
place by our institutions.”
Graduate student Kelley
Hansbrough said she considers the policy an invasion of privacy.
“I understand why this
new policy is at hand; however, I am not thrilled about
it,” Hansbrough said. “This

PHOTO BY: TAYLAR TEEL

Due to the new policy at football games, clear bags are now being sold at various places around Oxford, like these at Hinton & Hinton.
clear bag policy is a problem
for females when it comes
to privacy, and privacy is
very important to most.”
Many local shops have begun selling more expensive
clear bags, while online retailers are offering cheaper
options.
Local businesses like Hin-

ton & Hinton began selling
clear bags for the 2017 football season. The store sells
clear bags with red, tan
and black leather trim with
brass chains and clasps,
giving Rebel fans plenty of
options.
“They’re excited we have
cute bags to offer,” buyer

and sales manager Whitney
Smith Turner said.
Despite several stores offering clear options, some
are still wary of the trend.
“I’ve seen some bags
around the Square but nothing that has caught my eye
and really made me want a
bag like that,” Hansbrough

said. “I have not bought a
clear bag yet for the game,
and I’m really trying to decide if it is worth it. I know
that I will never use one
unless I’m going to a game
here, and with it being my
final year, I don’t think it is
worth it.”

PETITIONS AVAILABLE NOW FOR
Homecoming Court
Campus Favorites
Mr. Ole Miss
Miss Ole Miss

ASB

Petitions available in the ASB office (Minor B05) and online at asb.olemiss.edu/resources/applications
UNIVERSITY OF MISSISSIPPI

Petitions due to the office Friday, September 8 at 3 pm
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sources he needs to accomplish his goal,” Sigma Nu
President Luke Little said.
“We firmly believe the William Magee Center will have
the ability to positively impact and ultimately save several students that might be
struggling with substance.”
Nick Egorshin, a junior accounting major and Sigma
Nu co-philanthropy chair,
said it is very important to
the fraternity to continue to
support the center’s growth.
“We plan to make donations towards the Magee Center ongoing in the
next few years, at least until we can help fulfill some
of the needs of the center,”
Egorshin said. “Sigma Nu is
proud to support the center’s
inception. It’s named after
one of our brothers who was
extremely well-rounded and
accomplished but sadly lost
his battle with addiction.
The Magee Center seeks to
help those who need it, and
hopefully it can save some of
those around us struggling
with the fight against addiction right now.”
The center will be very proactive and focus a lot on the
transition from high school
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munity.
“We decided to take on
this project based on several aspects of the initiative,
including its significant impact on student wellness, the
commitment of university
leadership and the value the
Magee Center for Wellness
Education will provide to our
campus and local community,” Clark said.
Magee said those funds
will help provide the center’s
funding.
“State dollars can’t provide everything we need on
a growing vibrant campus,”
Magee said. “Gifts are crucial
if we want to do something
cutting edge like this nationally, and that is our goal.”
Sigma Nu, the fraternity
that William Magee was a
member of, donated a portion of funds raised from its
annual philanthropy event,
“Charity Bowl,” to the Magee
Center.
“Ever since David Magee
reached out to our chapter
about his idea of establishing
a center for wellness education, we have worked closely
with him to make sure that
we can do as much as we can
to provide him with the re-

6

Wesley Clark, annual giving director of Ignite Ole
Miss, said the organization
agreed to take on the project
because of the positive impact the Magee Center will
have on the Ole Miss com-

8

Gathering at the construction site of the South Campus Recreation Facility where the William Magee Center for Wellness
Education will be housed are (from left) Brett Barefoot, Billy Young, Dr. Stephen Pannel, Jay and Cris Hughes, Kent and
David Magee, and Diane and Dick Scruggs, all donors; and Brandi Hephner LaBanc, vice chancellor for student affairs.

Sudoku #8
1 2 5 8 4 3 9
7 2 9 5 3
9 1 7 6 5
2 3 1 8 6
3 4 6 7 1
4 9 5 2 8
8 6 3 4 2
6 7 8 1 4
2 9 7

PHOTOS COURTESY: UM COMMUNICATIONS | BILL DABNEY

5

by offering a number of resources.
These resources include
counseling and outside referrals, a certified prevention
specialist, a graduate assistant who will be dedicated to
creating an alcohol and drug
education program and the
establishment of a peer outreach program.
“We want to have a peer
outreach effort that will include students like William,
students who are involved
in sororities and fraternities and that are in high risk
groups,” Hephner LaBanc
said. “We will have a graduate assistant that will really
work to build a strong peer
program. A friend can be the
most powerful tool.”
More than $500,000 in
cash has been raised so far,
in addition to $850,000
in gifts. $92,000 has been
raised through the crowdfunding platform “Ignite Ole
Miss.”

1

continued from page 1

to college and how to handle
the experience in a safe manner, according to Hephner
LaBanc.
“This is not about punishing people for drinking. This
is about teaching students
how to be responsible,”
Hephner LaBanc said. “We
hope this center will create
a better climate around the
use of alcohol and drugs and
teach students how to enjoy
alcohol in moderation and
avoid drugs overall.”
Magee said he hopes the
center will be able to provide
necessary help to students
who need it early so they are
able to reach their fullest potential in life.
“I have seen how good and
talented people can take a
wrong turn, getting in deeper
with alcohol and drugs than
they ever intended,” Magee
said. “Our dream is to reach
more students sooner, providing meaningful education
and support that helps them
stay on track. It will be so
exciting to see all of our students reach their most full
and powerful potential.”
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Celebrate National Bacon Day right at local joints
pound. The bacon has a slight
spicy twang to it that makes it
almost addictive. It’s as if the
bacon tucks your taste buds
into a comfortable bed of
savory spice and ﬂavor. It is
ﬂavored with Tabasco, which
makes BBB’s bacon distinct
from other places. Going to
BBB and not ordering its bacon is kind of like going to the
grocery store without buying
any groceries. I’m very confident if I were blind folded
and had to try different pieces of bacon, I’d easily be able
to pick out which one is
BBB’s signature bacon.
Best
bacon
burger: This

LEXI PURVIS
STAFF WRITER

Oxford is not only known
for being the home of the
Rebels but also as home to
mouth-watering,
savory,
home-cooked cuisines, and
one of the many things Oxford does best is bacon.
With National Bacon Day
approaching on Saturday, I
took it upon myself to find
the best bacon in town.
Best Breakfast Bacon:
Historically and today,
bacon is a crucial
part of any breakfast. Waking up to
the smell of bacon is
almost like waking up
to piles of presents under
the Christmas tree. In the
words of Michael Scott, “I enjoy having breakfast in bed. I
like waking up to the smell of
bacon. Sue me.” So, without
further ado, the best breakfast bacon in Oxford goes
to Big Bad Breakfast. Who
doesn’t love the bacon there?
It’s a part of the BBB experience. In fact, its bacon is so
famous that it sells it by the

next category was a little
more diﬃcult to decide, as
there are numerous factors
that come into play when
deciding on the best bacon
burger. I concluded that the

best bacon burger in Oxford
belongs to Neon Pig’s Famous Smash Burger, which
looks exactly how it sounds.
Neon Pig prides itself in only
using local pork, beef and
fish in its food, which makes
it even more delicious than
most places. The Famous
Smash Burger is a combination of filet, ribeye, sirloin
and bacon, ground together
and served on a ciabatta bun
with bacon bits, cheese, onions, pickles and signature
sauces. This combination
of meats, bacon, cheese and
sauces feel as if a piñata full
of ﬂavor exploded all over
your taste buds. Neon Pig’s
unique practice of combining
various meats and bacon into
one burger has earned it the
title of the best bacon burger
in Oxford.
Best BLT: The bacon, lettuce and tomato sandwich
is an American classic. The
best BLT in Oxford, however, puts a bit of a twist on
the time-honored sandwich.
Even I was surprised about
selecting this winner, but it’s
hard not to with such a different style of a BLT. Bouré, one

of the most popular spots in
Oxford, is home to the best
BLT in town. Bouré serves a
grilled salmon BLT with delicious salmon, guacamole, bacon, spinach and tomato on
toasted sourdough bread. I’m
not a huge fish fan myself,
but I had to give this special
BLT a shot, and I was most
certainly not disappointed.
The ﬂavorful salmon paired
with tasty, scrumptious bacon covered in rich guacamole is what earned the salmon
BLT as the best in town.
Best
bacon
grilled
cheese: This category was
diﬃcult to decide on because
all grilled cheeses taste the
same, right? I learned that
grilled cheeses are unique
like snowﬂakes, and no two
are exactly the same. I tried
various places, but once
again, Neon Pig was the
overall winner of best bacon grilled cheese in town.
Neon Pig serves a sandwich
named “Sweet Grass Dairy
Grilled Cheese” which has a
deliciously southern ring
to it. The grilled cheese
consists of Thomasville
tome cheddar, bacon,

tomato, and signature sauces only found at Neon Pig.
The harissa sauce is paired
with the bacon grilled cheese
and has a red roasted pepper
ﬂavor along with the restaurant’s hoisin sauce, which
is an Asian-style barbecue
sauce. The combination of
ﬂavors makes this bacon
grilled cheese far from a plain
old grilled cheese sandwich.
National Bacon Day is a
great way to go out and try
the best bacon at your favorite places. Besides, it’s a legitimate excuse to just eat all
of the bacon you can stand.
The next time you need a
bacon fix, I’d recommend
giving any of these Oxford
highlights a shot to cure all of
your bacon needs.

Tips for surviving the ﬁrst home football weekend

Sudoku #7
4 1 9 5 8
8 2 5 3 6
3 6 7 4 2
2 9 8 1 4
1 4 3 8 7
7 5 6 9 3
9 8 2 7 1
5 3 4 6 9
1 2 5
Sudoku #5
4 8 9 6
3 1 7 2
2 5 6 8
5 9 3 7
8 7 1 4
6 4 2 9
7 6 8 3
9 2 5 1
1 3 4 5

Football.
Now that I have your attention, I want to give you some
friendly advice. In the next
500 words, you will find the
key to immortality.
OK, maybe not that.
But you will find a handy
guide to what you should –
and shouldn’t – bring with you
on game day.
DO bring a water bottle so
you can stay hydrated while
inching along the crowded
aisles of the Grove. If you run
out, you might be able to harvest water out of the air using
Boy Scout survival techniques,
but don’t rely on this. Have a
backup plan.
DON’T bring any kind
of weapon on the university grounds. Even though you
may be afraid of getting lost
and needing to hunt a Grove
squirrel for emergency rations,
there’s always extra food to be

7
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found on the ground after the
tailgating starts to wind down.
Grab a couple chicken wings
and leave the nunchucks at
home.
DO make sure all your belongings are packed in a clear
bag. This is an important new
rule this year at the stadium.
It may not be Prada or Fossil,
but clear plastic is the new faux
leather, so you’ll still be styling
and profiling no matter what.
DON’T wear pointy heels
in the Grove. Yes, they may be
cute, but if your heel looks more
like a tent stake than footwear,
you might want to reconsider them. The beautiful, green
grass of the Grove will quickly
turn into an actual mud pit as
coolers are drained, drinks are
spilled and water from heaven
falls in a torrential downpour,
and your Jimmy Choos won’t
stand a chance of survival.
DO wear sunscreen and
bring a pair of sunglasses. A
strange interstellar phenomenon happens each game day
here in Oxford – the moon
6
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CLASSIFIEDS INFORMATION
The DEADLINE to place, correct or cancel an ad is 12 p.m. one business day
in advance. The Daily Mississippian is published Monday through Friday.
Classified ads must be prepaid. All major credit cards accepted. No refunds
on classified ads once published.
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The DM reserves the right to refuse ads that appear to offer unrealistic or
questionable products or services.
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To place your ad in The Daily Mississippian Classiﬁeds section,
visit: http://www.thedmonline.com/classiﬁeds.
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APARTMENT FOR RENT
5

GARFIELD PLACE 2 Units. 2 BRM /
2 1/2 BA. Walking distance to Square.
Large backyard. $950 per unit. 16461648 Garﬁeld Ave (901)481-1994

2 BEDROOM/1 BATH $800/ mo basic
cable and water included, W/D in unit.
Quiet area off Chucky Mullins drive.
(662)816-6219

aligns with Jupiter and the
Andromeda Galaxy reaches
its parallax at precisely noon
Saturday, which in turn amplifies the sun’s corona and
makes the Earth’s atmosphere
around the city of Oxford become what scientists call “really freaking humid.” You’ll find
this term to be quite accurate.
Protect yourself with a highSPF sunscreen and shield your
eyes so you don’t miss a single
second of the game.
DON’T bring ﬂags of any
kind into the stadium. Seriously, guys – don’t do it.
Even if you’ve attached your
great-grandmother
Ethel’s
quilt to the walking staff of
your ancestor the King of Iceland, no one will appreciate
your patchwork family crest
the way Ethel did. No one.
DO bring a good attitude
and sportsmanlike conduct
with you. If we lose, we lose
with grace and kindness and
WHAT THE *$@$&!, MAN!
HOW COULD YOU DROP
THAT? THIS GAME IS

HOUSE FOR RENT
4 BEDROOM 3 BATH all appliances included. NO smoking. $1,200/
MO $1,200 deposit (662)473-2324
(662)473-2114
HOUSE FOR RENT CLOSE TO
SQUARE 2 & 3 bedroom houses on
S 15th Street. Walking distance from
Square starting at $550 per bedroom.
(662)228-4523

WEEKEND RENTAL
WEEKEND RENTALS Event weekends or any time. Locally owned and
operated, BBB accredited (662)8016692 www.oxfordtownhouse.com

RIGGED! COME ON, REF!
ARE YOU BLIND?
Sorry, I lost my cool there for
a second.
Football season is the most
wonderful time of the year
here at Ole Miss, and even
though the Grove might overwhelm you at times, we at The
Daily Mississippian are here to
guide you through the chaos. If
you follow this manual, you’ll

be the star of all the tailgates
and the MVP of all the games.
If you find yourself being
carried on the shoulders of
extremely tall, muscular football players, you don’t have
to thank me. Just enjoy the
moment and know that I take
cash payments in the form of
small bills in a medium-sized
manila envelope.

Win Ole Miss
Football Tickets

CONGRATULATIONS TO SOUTH
ALABAMA TICKET WINNER ELIZABETH WARD

You can win a pair of tickets to
see the Rebels take on
UT-Martin September 9.
Follow U Club Oxford
on Instagram.
Visit 1010areyouready.com.
Winner will be announced
on Rebel Radio
Thursday, September 7
One entry per person. Employees of the S. Gale Denley Student Media Center
and their immediate families are not eligible for contest.
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PODCASTS of the week
Last week, in my inaugural weekly podcast, I introduced ﬁve podcasts all of different topics, from a podcast that talks about
romance and marriage issues to one that highlights the importance of investigative journalism. This week, I’m tackling football (pun intended). For the football season opener, I interviewed my boys at the sports and news desk and compiled a list of
must-listen sports podcasts. See if your favorite podcast made the list.

ETHEL MWEDZIWENDIRA
DESIGN EDITOR

Design editor Ethel Mwedziwendira – 30 for 30 Podcast:
Introduced as an audio medium in June, ESPN’S “30 for
30” podcast series has gained audiences of all interests, especially viewers who watch its popular documentary series.
The first season launched not too long ago, hosted by famous podcast host Jody Avrigan and a team of in-house
producers. To me, nothing beats conversation. A personal
favorite of mine has been the “What Carter Lost” episode,
which tells a story of a high school scandal that affected a
community. Whether you’ve got a minute in the morning
or a nine-hour drive ahead of you, I highly recommend this
podcast.
Sports editor Grayson Weir – The Oxford Exxon Podcast:
In this weekly podcast, Ole Miss sports analysts Chase
Parham and Neal McCready sit down and discuss the biggest headlines out of the athletic department. Addressing
news like the Hugh Freeze scenario, NCAA investigation, all
the way down to the best light beer, the duo talks to each
other exactly how you and your buddies do every night on
the couch. They keep it light, conversational and relevant,
and by the end of the hour (sometimes an hour and a half),
you’re entirely caught up.
Sports editor Sam Harres – 538’s Hot Takedown
I really enjoy 538’s “Hot Takedown.” Each week, they bring together a couple of smart people to discuss sports from a statistical
perspective. They take controversial points and back them up with
facts, and through their analysis, they cut fans’ emotional connection
with players and teams to reveal true data trends. They bring an interesting perspective to everything from the NBA to water polo. It’s a
pretty funny podcast, and it’s typically a full hour of content. I usually
turn it on as I shower in the mornings and ﬁnish it on my drive to
school, providing me a great segue into my morning intermediate
accounting class.
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